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Part- I 

Q1  Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10) (2 x 10) 
 a) What do you mean by grade of service in cellular radio system?  
 b) State mobile assisted handoff method.  
 c) What is bleed over and cell dragging phenomenon in wireless communication.  
 d) Enlist various techniques to improve the coverage and capacity in cellular system.  
 e) If a total of 33 MHz of bandwidth is allocated to a particular FDD cellular system which 

uses two 25 KHz simplex channels to provide full duplex voice and control channels, 
compute the number of channels available per cell if a system uses  
a. 7 cell reuse    b. 12 cell reuse. 

 

 f) Briefly state about co-channel cells and co-channel interference.  
 g) Calculate the Brewster angle for a wave impinging on ground having a permittivity of 4.   
 h) What do you understand from frequency selective fading?  
 i) If a normal GSM time slot consists of six trailing bits, 8.25 guard bits, 26 training bits 

and two traffic bursts of 58 bits of data, find the frame efficiency. 
 

 j) How radio signals propagate around the curved surface of the earth?  
    
  Part- II  

Q2  Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) Why do paging systems need to provide low data rates? How does a low data rate 

lead to better coverage? 
 

 b) Why is FM, rather than AM, used in most mobile radio systems?    
 c) If 20MHz of total spectrum is allocated for a duplex wireless cellular system and each 

simplex has 25 KHz RF bandwidth, find: 
a. The total no duplex channels 
b. The total no of channels per cell site, if N=4 cell reuse is used. 

 

 d) Differentiate between fast fading and slow fading.  
 e) How Doppler spread and coherence time shows the time varying nature of the channel 

in small scale region? 
 

 f) Enlist various advantages of GMSK of 2G mobile communication.  
 g) Draw the GSM system architecture and write the function of each block.   
 h) Discuss physical factors in detail for radio propagation channel influence small scale 

fading. 
 

 i) Briefly describe a typical frame structure in TDMA. How do you define TDMA frame 
efficiency? 

 

 j) If a US APMS cellular operator is allocated 12.5 MHz for each simplex band, and if 
total spectrum allocation is 12.5 MHz, guard band is 10 KHz and channel band width is 
30 KHz. Find the number of channels available in FDMA system. 

 

 k) Explain the different features of CDMA system.  
 l) Briefly explain GPRS protocol stack with suitable diagram.  
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  Part-III  
  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3  Explain the similarities and differences between a conventional cellular and space-
based (satellite) cellular radio system. What are the advantages and disadvantages of 
each system? Which system could support a large no of users for a given frequency 
allocation? Why? 

(16) 

    
Q4 a) Develop the equation for Doppler shift to the mobile velocity and spatial angle between 

the direction of mobile motion and arrival of the wave.  
(8) 

 b) Consider a transmitter which radiates a sinusoidal carrier frequency of 1635 MHz, for a 
vehicle moving 65mph. Calculate the received carrier frequency if the mobile is moving 
 a. directily towards the transmitter.  
 b. directly away from the transmitter. 
 c. in a direction which is perpendicular to the direction of the arrival of the 

transmitted signal. 

(8) 

    
Q5 a) How much of the original GSM network does GPRS need? Which element of the 

network perform data transfer? Justify your answer.  
(8) 

 b) A CDMA cellular system uses SDMA, and multiple cells are used, where each cell 
shares the same radio channel. Consider propagation path loss exponents of n = 2, 3, 
and 4, and determine the number of simultaneous users that can be supported at an 
average probability of error of 10^(-2). Assume K = 511 and 6 dB of directionality is 
provided by the base station for each user. 

(8) 

    
Q6  Write short notes :   

 a) SDMA (8) 
 b) FDMA (8) 
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